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EDITORIAL
. The University is spending money
expanding its boundaries despite
more pressing issues that deserve
some attenfjon.

HISLA kicks off the
Hispanic Heritage

The Student Voice
of UM -St. Louis

Month Celebration.
See Page 5

See Page 3

FE ATUR ES
Are you a people watcher or just plain
nosy?

•

See PageS

SPORTS
The Women's Volleyball team went
. 2-1 in the conference tournament.
See Page 7
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-D elta Sigma Pi goes downtown
New fundraising opportunity could mean big money for student organizations
by Heather Phillips
of The Current staff .

How will Delta Sigma Pi, the
" business fraternity on campus, be
able to attend every Rams game for
free? They will be working at a
concession stand along with their
brother fraternity at Washington
University.
Amy Tjaden, senior vice president of Delta Sigma Pi, announced
last week at ~he SGA meeting about
a fundraising opportunity that is
being extended to all of the organizations on the UM-St. Louis campus. The Trans World Dome, the
official name for the new St. Louis
domed stadium, will have concession stands for not-for-profit organizations. They will be able to sell
food and drinks, beer, hats, and programs at the games.
Trans World Dome held a Notfor- Profit Fair Wednesday Sept. 20,
1995, at the America's Center for
any organization that was interested.
At the Fair, Shawn Henry, the general manager of Volunteer Services,
spoke about the company and the
opportunity that is being ex ten de.d.
Ariiong the groups represented at
the Fair were two athletic organiza-

tions
from
a greater amout of
Hazlewood East
money than any
High
School,
other product, and
the majority of
Knights of Columtheir membership
bus, and a private
is over 21. The
kids' soccer team.
money made will
Organizations
go towards Delta
from UM-St. Louis
SigmaPi 's profesincluded Pi Kappa
sional program. It
Alpha and the Aswill be used forresociation of Comcruiting, sending
puter Machinery
(ACM).
officers to Grand
Chapter Con"There is a full
gress, social progamut
of
grams, service
fundraising
groups," Henry
projects, and other
various projects
said. Groups thai
and programs.
have contacted
Henry about a conOrganizations
cession ·stand are
that decide to take
advantage of this
athletic organizaopportUnity do not
tions, high school
need to put in any
bands, Parenti
money. All that is
Teacher Associainvolved
is showtions, high schools
Photo : Monica Senecal
ing up at the staand colleges, hosStudent groups can raIse money tor their organizations In the neY( Trans-Wo rld Dome.
dium, doing the
pitals,andresearch
wor k inv olved ,
programs.
and waiting by the
Each organimailbox for a check.
zation will receiye a base-commis- perce nt. Organ.izations can also earn the s.eason.
"This is good for involvement ,"
sian of six percent with the oppor- extra c ommission through awards
Delta Sigma Pi decided to sell
tunity to earn as much as nine ten · that will be given out at the end of beer for two reasons. Beer brings in 1Jaden said. "A new stadium and a

to

new team will draw in the members
(to Delta Sigma Pi)."
Tjaden has been working on the
project since July. She called Volunteer Services and was told to call
again in September. When she did
call back, the opportunity was not
just extended to Delta Sigma Pi, but
to all organizations on the UM-St.
Louis campus.
Tjaden sees herself as " ... the
link between the Trans World Dome
and UM-St. Louis."
She was unsure as to whether or
not other schools were taking advantage of the fundraising opportunity. Tjaden later found out that she
was the first person from a local
college to call, so UM-St. Louis
recei ved the first opportuni ty . Larger
and more well-known colleges such
as St. Louis University and Washington University are next in line.
This opportunity is a major
breakthrough for UM-St. Louis . In
a community where UM-SL Louis
has suffered severe criticism for not
being a "credible institution," Tjaden
is out to prove the community
wrong.
. "This opportunity shows that
UM-St. Lou is has support from the
business world," she said.

Chancellor Touhill addresses the University
by Susan Benton
of The Cu rrent staff

Photo: Monica Senecal

SGA President Beth Titlow addresses the student reps.
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First SGA llleeting
addresses several
student concerns
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

~

~

The first Student Government
Association meeting, Sept. 19,
was full of twists and surprises.
The flTSt order of business for
the new assembly was the task of
electing a new assembly chair.
Early speculations had suggested
a possible race between Don
Barnes, Steve Wolfe and possibly
last year's SGA president Chris
Jones .
Don Barnes was nominated,
but declared himself ineligible. He
is thepresidentofLitmagand therefore cannot be an SGA representati ve which is a stipulation for assembly chair. Chris Jones was at
the meeting, but he was not nomiRated for the position.
Steve Wolfe was nominated
along with two smprise candidates,
Pi Kappa Alpha's Mark Kenny;
and the Managing Edilor of The
Current, Scott Lamar. Lamar won
the election by two to one votes
over the rest of the contingency.
The next order of business was
the approval of student court jusuces.
Three of the justices were expected : Frank Rich ter, J eITY

Conwell and Ryan Buchmueller.
One SGA appointment, Jeremy
Kennedy, had transferred to Nebraska and his appointment was
filled by fonner alternate Jaqueline
Miller. There was one new appointmentsince the summer, Mark
Shelton. The new first alternate
was Tyrone Rodgers .
All of the court appointments
were unanimousl y accepted by the
assembly . .
The assembly brainstormed
and announced this year's committees. Those committees are; finance, communications , student
life, constitution-by laws-elections,
maintenance, safety and community involvemenL The formation
of a new task force to address problems with incremental grading was
also announced.
SGA President Beth Titlow
made·a motion to appoint and elect
an election com missioner. The new
position would be written into the
SGA bylaws . The new commis- .,
sioner will serve as a watch dog '
over election proceedings to pre-

See AssemlfJy
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The 1995 State of the University Address was held Sept 20, 1995
in the J .C. Penney Auditorium . In
attendance were the Vice Chancellor, Roosevelt Wright, Jr., C ha ncellor Blanche Touhill and various
'other faculty and staff members
from the University .
Touhill presented awards of e xcellence to seven UM-S t. Louis i ndividuals. Four awards were presented to faculty members . They
are Patricia A. Resick, Professor of
Psychology; Carol W. Kohfeld, professor of political science and public policy administration; D on
Phares, professor of econom ics;
David Alan Bird, instructor of management science and inform ati on
systems.
Three members ofUM-St. Louis
staff received excellence awards .

They are Karen J. Walker a development office/donor relations University Relations staff member;
Catherine Y. McNeal, an administrative secretary of criminology and

The core of the address was the
future ofUM-St. Louis. Chancellor
Touhill reviewed her plan for th e
University in the coming years. She
emphasized an agenda that high-

In the coming months we will witness even
more progress and more change.
-Chancel/or Blanche Touhill
c riininal justice; Peter P . Aleman of
maintenance service and physical
plant operations.
Tou hill rec ogniz ed E leanor
Sullivan as the Moog Pro fessor of
Nursing at UM -St. Louis.
Timothy O'Rourke, Ph .D., was
recognized as the Fischer Professor
of Citizenship Education at UM-St.
Louis.

lights international ism, technology,
student services, diversity, programmatic growth and strategic alliances.
.
"In the coming months we will
witness even more progress an d
more change [at UM-Sl. Louis],"
Touhill said .
Touhill spoke about the international alliances the University has

acquired, including more than 30
st udent and faculty exchange programs with institutions in more than
20 coun tries.
Touhill stre sed the importance
of inc reased technology in and
arou nd the U M-St. Louis campus,
" Vital to world linkage is maintaining and adv ancing ourselves as
a major hub on the information highway," she sa id. "Several years ago
we realized that computer and interac tive video technology had
broad implications for higher education, and we made a commitment
. to be in the forefront of this technology."
Tou hill addressed the importance of student services. She mentioned the shift of responsibility for

See Touhill
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UM-S1. Louis reinstates scholarship program
Pressure from students forces administration to reimburse University Scholars
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
A class action lawsuit against lJM-St. Louis
was pending involving several honors studenL~ .
Students with a 3.5 grade point average or
higher were encouraged to speak out on issue
that was overlooked by the University.
The University Scholars Program is a scholarship funded through the Universi ty. It is aula'
matically .a warded to students with a 3.5 GPA
or higher. The program had been around for
many years, but this year had mysteriously
vanished from the UM-St. Louis scholarship
awards.
According to sources in the UM-St. Louis
Financial Aid, there's no money, [The program] ended in Fall 1994.
The sc holarship offers up to a 20 percent
decrease in tuition for gpas 3.5-3.74 and up to
a 30 percent decrease for gpas 3.75 and high er.
Scholarship recipients have to maintain their
GPA fora full year before being eli gible for the
program .
Kendall Mines, a UM-St. Louis honor s tudent of three years, claims the scholarship recipients were never notified of th e
discontinuation of the program.

"There were no letters, no warnings, no concern for the students whatsoever," Mines said. "I
have past bills that show the [University Scholarship] deduction and it just didn't show up this
semester."
Mines, who has maintained a 3.65 GPA all
three years, said that she had spoken with many
other students who also did not receive the award.
"I spoke with at least five other people who
sai d they saw no decrease [in their bill] ," she said.
One of those honor students is Thompson
Knox, a senior and president of the Honors College at UM-St. Louis. He claims he received the
scholarship for the past three years and the funds
ended abruptly this se mester.
" I was never notified that the program was
ending," Knox said.
The U niversity had another fatal flaw in terminating the program.
"They had the audacity to put (the scholarship]
in the 95-96 scholarship catalogue," Mines said.
On page 31 of this year's UM-St. Louis Bulletin catalog (as in years past) is listed the University

See Scholars
.
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Kendall Mines leads a charge against a
confusing University polley.
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ELIMINATE YOUR LONG DISTANCE PHONE BILL FOREVER
AND MAKE GOOD MONEY D0ING IT. CALL 1-800-397-2436 ext
5862 OR 314-946-3425. Find out
How: Budgetellnn Ste. 802: 1425 So
5th at I70-Sl Charles, MO-Fri., Sepl
29 at 7pm and Sal, Sepl 30 at 2pm.

HELP WANTED
$5,000-$8.00 Monthly
Working distributing our ProductBrochures. Get Paid-We Supply Brochures. F(f or P(f. For FREE info
Write: Director-Coney Island Ave.,
Ste. 427-Brooklyn, NY 11230.

Part time and on-call positions. All
shifts available. Work with individuals
with developmental disabilities in supported living setting. Minimun1 starting pay $6.25/hr, Apply in person/mail
or fax resume to: Lifestyle Options and
Opport uni ti es - 220May fair
Plaza-Florissant, MO·63033-Pax355-2611.
Part time evening and weekend technicians needed immediately. Health related field, S6.oo/hr to start Westport
area Applications will be accepted
Monday thill Friday 8am-6pm. Call
567-7181 ext. 3118 for address and
directions.
•••• • •••••• •
GOOD WAGES! FLEXIBLE
HOURS TO SUIT YOUR COLLEGE
SCHEDULE! Opening! closing man-'
agers, shift supervisors, cooks, counter
help and cashiers needed at food court
restaurants. Full- and part-time positions. TUITION R,E IMBURSEMENTPLAN. Call Tom at 962-1575,
or apply in person at First Federal
Frank $ Trust Co. at Saint Louis Galleria or Crestwood Plaza.

Have fun earning
$5-$10 per hour
Terror Visions Haunted House now
accepting applications for actors,less
for the Sepl-Ocl season. Apply in
person 19th Washington: Wed, Thurs,
Sat, noon til3pm or call 421-DEAD.

•••••••••••••••

-

'4TH

--~

ANNUAL

I

•

~

-----

PIZZA
CASHIERS, COOKS
ANDDRNERS
129

:~SOP:~~laza 389-1122

~I"~ II~,~=mi1

-.
you. FIIU I!ilFOIIIIIATION DD IlUEllYATlON$

1-S00-SUNCHASE

• •

WANTED: Waiters, Waitresses, Bar
tenders & dishwashers. Please call
Aarold at NEZZlE'S JAMAICAN
crnSINE from 9-11am at 421-4524.
Address: 2230 Olive near Jefferson.
-------

FOR SALE
Schwinn 12 spd. $75·Pugot 10 speed
$50-Child Backpack Carriers-Kerry
$45/ Gerry $45·Sofa & Chair $2()(}
Rocker $45· Lots of Kids Toys/clothes.
Call Chris at 961-0097.

•••••••••••••••

FOR SALE: Ivory colored brand new
loveseat sofa with oversized print pillows. Paid $300, asking $180. Small
i\1icrowave $60. Call 895-9608.

SERVICES
FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE.
Scholarships, grants, loans, internships
match es students to financial aid
sources they qualify for. For more information write: Innovative Community Services - 9648 Olive Blvd.·Box
228-St. Louis MO '63132.

•••••••••••••••
$1000 Fundraiser

Fraternities, Sororities & Student Organizations. You've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
applications . Call Donna at 1-800-9320528 eXl 65. Qualified callers receive
a FREE camera ..

NOBODY D.OES SKI BREAKS BETTt:BI

South County YMCA is seeking college students
to work with school age children before and
after school in Sou th County elementary schools.

Free Seminar: Marketing You rself - J ob Skills"
September 28, 1995, 6:00-8:00 pm,
Room U 6 J .C. Penney Building
RSVP - 516-5789

London
Paris

frankfurt
Madrid
Tokyo
Rome

~dlOl"

C.lltodq~"tMr'lftirldwf. datJ_

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall
516-5111

_

:.:-

Travel "'-

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

843-6703

Call today for a FREE
"

•• ••••••• ••••••

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
Grants Available. No Repayments,
Ever. Qualify Immediately. 1-8QO.
243-2435.

MISC.
Lonel y Canadian Seeks Fun/Relation.
ship. Children a plus. Call Glenn at
727-5329.

••• ••••• • ••••••

TONIGHT! LitMag's Premiere Performers will be at the best little neighborhood bar in town !Join US from 8pmlOpm Monday at The Way out Club,
3157 Cherokee on the comer of Cherokee & Compton. Call 664-7638 for
directions. Look for us at The Way Out
on the last Monday of EVERY Month
from 8-1Opm. Open mic. poeu.
'y'reading following LitMag.

Apartment :
from $270

$319
$309
$319
$319

$449
$399
~=~J;y~~~~
fare> rubj.ct to ch",!( .•
,.,"'abllity.

Starting salary ranges from $5.00-$6.75 per hour.
If interested, please apply in person at the South
County YMCA, 12736 Southfork Rd.
Please address your completed application to
Attention: Amber

Chemistry· Mathematics
Call Dr. Joseph B. DENCE
After 10m at 567-7845

• •••• • • ••••• •••

Positions available are:
Child Care Assistant-Must possess at least one year
experience working with children.
Site M anager-Must have at least 60 college credit
hours, 12 hours in child care or related courses.

September 26 & 27, 1995
J_C- Penney Building
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

•PRIVATE
• •••••INSTRUCTION
• •••••••

Evening Students-Voice your Opinions! Next meeting Oct 5 at 7:00pm
in Lucas Hall, 3rd floor. Join us for
free coffee and cookies. 516-5161.

Hours are approximately from: 6:30
a.m.t09:00 a.m. and/or 3:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. Monday through Friday

List of Employers Available 10 Career Placement Services

NEED A FRIEND? If you're pregnant,
it's NOT the end of the world. At
Bethany Christian Services, we can
help tum your crises into a plan YOU
can ~ with. FREE counseling
,
,~
asslStance.
To expIore your opuons,
call Erin or Heather at (314) 644-3535.
We listen! WORLD WIDE WEB~
http://www .betbany.org/
and
Internet email: info@ bethany.org

-

Heat included! 1
bedroom , 2 room
efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished. 6
mpnths or 1 year lease:
$270-$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365.

Bermuda
Heights

Student Travels magazinel

. . . . . .::.

7744 Springdale
Normandy

NOW HIRING

AMOCO
offers

90% Tuition
Reimbursement
We are looking for responsible people to provide friendly
customer service at several retail stations in the St. Louis area.
Sixteen hours a week and one month of employment qualify
most majors and graduate degrees for 90% reimbursement of
tuition, $2500/yr max.

381-8797
THE WORLD

AWAITS YOU
If you're thinking of volllilteering
overseas, then consider Peace Corps.

We're looking for high achievers ,. ,aggressive, hard-working,
take-charge men and women who are ready to step onto the
fast track to success.
If you have or are about to receive a Bachelor's degree in
management, m.arketing, or a related field of study, and/or you
have. some prevlousmanag~ment or supervisory experience,
thiS IS your .opportunity to Interview with one of the largest
companies In the world, Amoco. Our dynamic Fortune 25
company has been ranked No.1 in product quality by American
motorists for the past 15 years,
If, building a rewarding marketing career with a highly recognized leader appeals to you, talk to us. We offer a competitive
~tarting salary with bonus eligibility, benefits, a 1O-week trainIng program and exceptional opportunities for career growth.

AMOCO REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE CONDUCTING
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS OCTOBER 10
To schedule an appointment, contact the University Career
Planning and Placement Service or fax your resume to 3121
856-2367, ATIN: U, of Missouri Recruiter.

A T&

•••

AMOCO

Apply in person at one of the following stores:
1500 Route K
O'Fallon, MO

1520 Kisker Rd.
St. Peters, MO

3735 Harry S. Truman
St. Charles, MO

'1340 So. 5th St.
St. Charles, MO

HOTLINE: 867-3379 '

MostPeace Corp5a~nts

reqwrea .

Peace:Corps servi<:e ·is personally and
profession':lIy rewarding, which makeS
it worth considering Whether you are just
beginning'your career,.in mid-<:areer ,
looking lor a new·challenge,·. or retired .
and s""king a way to.put.Y9.u nkills to
work in a meaningfuf way. Call us at:

(31 4) 935-4653

'~~"

.

~ ~.~!~~b~~~r~!
us cltildt) ",rod nut odh! f qwlil ic.alaJl\.'l. The
\.1 wrvic'lr lO 1"1" YCOI N . Thot minimum :l)!:1 j j 111. \Nt thlO'1'll' D nu

V.. !untl.'t'N mll.'ll be-

u pfWl' <I~~ lunil PO'!In-Corp"l' d.."." ",..t d~min.:>ty un H.. bUB,"
rx~.j,o,> I.1YIiglUf\ , ~R~ (uyoiI'40) \lr J.II!JU.Q til nm btiun. All P\o::lc:v Curps
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The dockside at Roadway Packaging isn't just where employees work,
it is where employees become friends_
Come to work on the friendliest dock in the industry.

Who says
your coworkers
can't be
friends?

'*11) per hour
($6.50 plus $ 1 tuition reimbursement)

Great Paying Part-Time Jobs
Available Now!
Students you can earn over $120 per week
and still have weekends free!

To schedule an interview call:

Mike Greenblatt
(314) 727-948~

On Campus Interviewing August 23 ·
Roadway Package
Systems
6150 Olive Lane
St. Louis, Missouri 63112

oj

college degree.a nd /o r SIgnificant amounts ·
ot reIev.ant work experience. Specific .
skill requirements for each·posihon vary, •
but general ~ualification; re'luire. rou
to be. V5.-i:lbzeI,.a.t1o;t~t 18:years alii.

tor fl1l

Equal Opportunily Employer

In addition to tuition assistance, AMOCO offers:
HEALTH CARE BENEFITS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
PAID HOLIDAYS
LIFE INSURANCE
PAID VACATIONS
BONUS OPPORTUNITY

Peace Corps Volllilteers with backgrollilds
in education.. agriculture, h ealth, business,
and the environment are currently serving
in 93 countries in Asia; lli..-P~iVrica ,
Central and South-America,. and t:enttal
and Eastern Europe/ Whateyeryo1.!!
degreeor field ,of experience, there's
'
a <:Ilaoce you can put ,no work
. in tOOay's Peace Carps.
.

Load and Unload Packages With a Winning Team!
All Shifts Open!
:00-8:00 a.m. & 4:30 to 9:30 ·p.m.

NO WEEKENDS

EOE

~

,.;
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Let's make it count

HOP£ruu..y

I

., ~September is prime time to get
· involved in a student group ·
by Michael O'Brian
• of The Cu rrent staff
."

Just in case you didn't notice,
student government organizations are
in a flurry of activity.
For those who were
lucky enough to enjoy
• it, the Bolivian Dancers
Society, Shari Aquilar
· 'and The Columbian
Dancers
(Frank
Castellanos and Nellie
Patino) put on an outstanding performance
• for the start of the Hispanic-Latino Association's Hispanic
,"- Heritage Month Celebration last
Tuesday.
Later that day, the Student Government Association Assembly met
for the fIrst time this year (outside of
the SGA Retreat). The tum-out for
the meeting was admirable, with ex'.. cellent representation from a wellrounded group of Student Government Organizations. This week also
marked the first Political Science
• Academy Association meeting of the
academic year.
.'
Following the University Program Board's Expolosion, student
• involvement seems to be up. But before we all get twinkle-eyed from
tears of joy, we must take these indi~.\ cators with a grain of salt. It stands to
reason that September is a good month
" for organizations. There is an influx
of incoming freshman, and even the
" bId SGA fogies have youth in their
hearts. It's easy to forget the non,accomplishments of the past as we
'wallow in our new found unity: a
. unity that comes every year in Sep. , .tember.
~
I do not come to you as the bearer
of good news, but as the memory of
.:years past Years when the Univer:s ity shoved incremental grading down
'the throats of passive students who
failed to show any unified opposition
until they'd been bitten by a poorly
"' designed program that was never
wanted in the frrst place. Years when
SGA elections were supposed to be
iul-inclusive yet ended in atrocities
• ~f polling problems and resulted in
grievances from candidates and stu- 'dent organizations. Yes, I've seen
• 'this superficial energy before, and
:I've seen it wane as time went by.
.. There's more to being in SGA

.-

.1

organizations than the exciting feeling of the new year. The true joy
comes in seeing the long-term goals
of organizations realized. It comes in
seeing institutional change that benefits students not administration, and it is
the job of SG A and the
organizations that form
the assembly to demand
change .
On Tuesday, the
SGA assembly named
seven good committees
for this year. Finance
and communications
are certainly areas where this U ni versity could be more responsive to
student's needs.
Last year's transcript fee com. mittee did a gOOd job giving some
money back to students, Some students may benefit more than others,
but at best, the difference is minimal.
This issue took both the hard work of
the '$tudents involved and a whole
year's time to accomplish.
Many issues facing students need
to be considered. Residential Life students deserve their money refunded
when they don't use their complete
Declining Meal Balance. The University Scholarship Program must not
stop rewarding students who excel in
their academic endeavors (as was attempted and will probably come to
pass), and maybe someone should be
asking why the overdue book penalties for the library are so high. There
are plenty of other ways that this
University could better serve the students as a customers (SGA' s claim in
campaigning).
I challenge the SGA assembly to
take on the problems of this campus.
I challenge the assembly to make a
difference for students of the future. I
challenge you to get the job done that
must be accomplished.
We, at The Current, profess to be
the "Student Voice ofUM-S L Louis,"
and we are just that. We will provide
an outlet for students who are tired of
University business-as-usual, and we
are prepared to rise in your comer.
My interpretation of the newspaper's
function is to help students achieve
their full potential thanks to a positive learning environment. With a
new academic year upon us, the time
for growth is now.

REALtzE
IT's M15S/NG .
SHE wON;T
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University should focus on problems before expanding
by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff
This University is getting too far
ahead of itself by trying to expand its
boundaries before correcting theproblems that exist on both the North and
South Campus.For example there are
the recent property acquisitions the University
undertook throughout
the summer and the ongoing merger with
Bames School of Nursing. The nursing students are extremely upset after being removed
from the comforts of
their Kingshighway location and into
the cubbyholes at Seton Hall.
Despite some of the advancements students have seen in administrative offices like Financial Aid, the
system is not the fme-tuned machine
that students deserve.
. At the State of the University
Address, Chancellor Blanche Touhill
harped on the issue of expansion and
growth. The Administration's vision
for the University to move in the21st
century should be applauded.
Progress is a vital element for any

busin e ss. H owever, isn't th e
administration's vision a little too
utopian? Our current problems will
not simply disappear by making the
Univ.ersity bigger, they will only be
magnified.
Many students are dissatisfied
with the service they receive on campus. Recruiting more
students to come to this
school would onl y multiplythe number of students who would gripe
about how miserable
they are going to be
here.
More stude nts
would, however, mean
more money for the University. This
money could, in tum , be spent on
further expansion of the campus. The
University' S goal is to have 1,200
students living on campus by 2000.
This is good because it will create
more of a college feel for students
who desire it.
On the down side, administration
seems to be striving for a university
that resembles Mizzou . It also appears that the University is measuring its success by how much money it
can bring in.

Unfortunately, they are overlooking the fact that UM-St. Louis serves
an important function. It allows students who work and have a family to
obtain a four-year degree at an affordable price.
The natural consequence of a
commuter campus is the lack of time
people have to join student organizations. For those who do have time and
are interested, there are a plethora of
clubs and associations of which to
become a member.
With UM-St. Louis being the
cheapest university in the city, the
higher-ups (Board of Curators) know
that they can raise tuition and still
have the best buy in town. This forces
students into submission. They have
no choice but to shell out more cash
or else put their college education off
until they can afford it. With the new
five-year plan to be implemented next
year, students can bet that their tuition will increase once again.
The University recently reported
that it received $5.3 million in private
contributions. That is fantastic. But
the real story is how the University
plans on spending this money.
Instead of scooping up rotted-out
buildings like Cardinal-Newman

College and the Passionist House,
they should focus on the out-dated
facilities that are currently in use.
Several areas could use some help.
Most of the computer labs on campus
are beginning to have lines to get in.
They should consider building another lab instead bu ying Uncle
Chunkies.
Since students are what allow the
University to function, a substantial
cut should be awarded to them in the
form of scholarships . When alumni
and private corporations invest in
UM-St. Louis, shouldn't the money
be spent on the students' futures?
After all, they need all the help they
can get in light of the proposed cuts in
Congress and an unscrupulous University that tries to take away a scholarship program wi thout anyone noticing.
T o analyze the problems further,
this University doesn' t even have an
adequate number of rec ycling bins
on campus. It would be well worth it
to p urchase a few receptacles.
This University needs to learn
how to walk before it attempts to run
a marathon. Hopefully the administration will realize this before the
small problems grow into big ones.
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South Campus groups
need to work together
As a Catholic student in the graduate program for Nursing, I would like
to respond to the articles that appeared in the September 11 Current
regarding the nursing students and
the problems on south campus.
It is important that the issues of
limited parking, classrooms in residence halls and the coexistence of a
secular community (UMSL) alongside a pre-existing religious community, be openly discussed. But, I would
hope that those involved in the discussion would be respectful to one
another. I think that all parties involved (nursing students, residential
students and the religious community) have voiced concerns that are
very important to them, Successful
negotiation would require a discussion that was empathetic to the concerns of all involved.
I would like to raise student awareness of the religious community residing on the south campus, As with
the students living in Seton Center,
the Daughters of Charity and the Incarnate Word Sisters call Marillac
their home. The Sisters have chosen
- to live their lives separate from the
secular world, while at the same time
providing needed service. Most of
the Sisters are either educators or
nurses. Some are retired from their

professions, but continue to serve God
in their religious community. It is
difficult for me to believe that the
Sisters are anti-nurs ing student (editorial cartoon, 9/11 /95). I do believe
that sometimes, like most of us, they
find change difficult.
So, what can students using the
south campus do? We can learn to be
respectful of one another. If all parties involved would show a willingness to be considerate of others, the
tensions would decrease. I invite my
nursing .colleagues to endeavor to
become a consiousness·raising group.
Together, with God 's help, we will
all have a successful school year,
Sincerely.
11icheJe Huff
Nursing Graduate student

Direct Loans a good idea
In a perfect world, President Bill
Clinton wouldn't need to come to
SIUC and use financial aid as a guise
for campaigning. This is not to say
that I am for everything that our
commander in chief does. I'm just
saying that financial aid is too important an issue to be used by the people
whose kids are probably going to
school via the taxpayers anyway.
For the past 30 years, all student
loan money passed first through
"middlemen" banks or other private
lenders. Now all the student loan
money, on this campus, is coming
directly from government to the students with no go·between_ We cut
out th e middleman and pass the savings on to you. Some on Capitol Hill
are saying that the direct loan program is a bad idea. They say that the
government is not capable of overseeing something like student loan

progrdITls.
. I think th~ movement to stop direct loans has two serious problems_
1. It's hypocritical , First, the government ha<; been overseeing the loan
program by setting up the guidelines
for student loans. Secondly. the feds
guarantee the len der that the loan will
either be repaid by the student or the
US government if the student defaults on the loan. Thirdly, the lender
is guaranteed an interest rate that is
higher than what the student has to
pay back (the taxpayers make up the
difference). The "guarantee" in Guaranteed Student Loan means that the
middleman is guaranteed to make a
freaking fortune from all the students
whose parents cannot afford to send
their kids to school.
2. If the government truly is not
capable of handling a student loan
program, then why aren ' t they trying
to make things better? We aren't going to invest more into education to
produce the leadership that might be
make you feel at home and not feel capable of chang ing the world for the
stupid for asking. UMSL is not nearly better.
so bad as you might be thinking right
In a perfect world, financial aid
now. We look forward La the chance wouldn't be a pawn for the political
to prove ina you in the coming year. elite. In a perfect world, students
wouldn't need to takeout guaranteed
Thanks,
loans.
Ted Ficklen
Health Sciences Library
Sincerely,

A helpful hint for nurses
The letter printed in the Sept. 18
issue from Barnes Nursing Student
Rebecca Coleman raised some good
issues .
Let me suggest that if you have
trouble finding something or need an
answer to some odd thing, come by
the Library. We get all kindsofquestions so we have a lot of experience at
answering and we will try our best to

Matthew R. McNutt
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University sponsors United Nations
World Holiday essay and art cQntest
by Sean Stockburger
of The Current staff

Express your ideas for world

,. peace in the fonn of an essay or a
:. work of art, and you could win$l000.
:;..
October 24 will be the United
., Nations World Holiday. Since 1991,
an essay
contest, and
da y withLouis
UM-SL
has promoted
the since
holi-

make the holiday a global tradition .
His ideas included community service activities and cultural exchanges.
Contest winner, Guy Niere, 1994,
sought inspiration from his war and
peace studies class. His thesis contrasted the ideals
of world

world peace her personal goal, because she has seen the horrors of war.
She served with the American Red
Cross during World War II and heard
the stories told by soldiers. Taking
assignments allover the world, she
witnessed destruction
and suffer-

resolution.
The United States was one of the
six countries that voted against the
resolution. President George Bush
was the ambassador to the U.N. at the
time and wrote to Dorothy his reason,
"It is our view that the General Assembly has no authority to declare

to take
such action."
111111111~iil~illlllllli~n;g~thiS
holiday.
It is up to our Congress

tUdents~111111111111111111!i;111

are
1994encouraged
with an art contest
to enterS any
original work that visual-

the
Congress
resolution
never
, although
did actit on
is
observed by many people in

~esU.N.Dayasanintern~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II~' ~~~~~~~~' ourcounuy.Schneid~still

. tional holiday.
The art contest is in its
second year and asks the

.

devotes much of her time to
promoting the observance
of the world holiday. In

artist to create a representa- '«~::::·!:!i:·f !~.~·I;~ill,;~li~b'.~~I:N ":~l~l
tional design for the holiday .
Contest winner, Elizabeth Nimock,
!J:
1994 , designed a promotional logo
for posters, t-shirts and bumper un i t y o m
stickers .
with the realiPearl Harbor to
Munich. After herretum
Essay writers may present any ties of world conflict
thesis that describes both how the
It was also the realities of world from the war, Dorothy began writing
holiday benefits the world, and what conflict that inspll'ed one woman to letters to world leaders proposing her
people can do to make UN Day a promote this holiday and sponsor the idea for a world holiday. International support grew, and in 1971 the
world holiday . Contest winner, Chad contest at UM-St. Louis.
Reidhead, 1993, suggested ways to
Dorothy Schneider has made U.N. General Assembly adopted the

%;~11~~~~;:i~~~j:i~~I~~~!!i~~.·~~11~~li~ii!!I~~i:i ':::'

March the city of St. Louis
honored her with a Certificate
of Distinguished Global Service
Award.
Schneider's essay and art contests at UM-St. Louis are about celebrating the World Holiday. They
are also about promoting its uadition among our communities and
leaders.
The scholarship winners WIll be
announced on or before Oct. 24 .

,

jJob fair open to all classes
~ Fifty-two

employers expecte~ to attend

: by Deirdre Oglesby
: of T he Cu rrent staff

·
Are you looking for ajob that will
· insure you a brighter future? The job
: fair is the place to be.
·
The Job Fall', sponsored by Career Placement, will be held September 26-27 in Room 126 in the JC
Penney Buildi ng from 10 a.m until 2
p.m. " Thefairs are held to give UMSt. Louis students an opportunity to
talk with companies about careers,"
: Kettler said. " All majors and levels
· of classes are welcome ."
·
The fair has been successful re~ cruiting 500-600 students eac h year,
said Deborah Kettler, dll'ector ofCa-

reer Placement.
"This year we are expecting 52
employers," said Karen Loeffelman,
coordinator of career placement services.
"Students need to make sure that
they attend the fair both days because
the same employers are not going to
be there each day," said Loeffelman.
There will be various types of
employers at the fair recruiting students. The businesses included government agencies and local companies- big and small. The IRS,
McDonnell Douglas, Mercantile
Bank, Accounting firms, Sigma
Chemical, and Pepsi are a few of the

businesses scheduled 10 attend.
Loeffelman is expecting this
year's fair to be as successful as in
years past. She feels this is a great
opportunity for students to get thell'
foot in the door with reputable companies.
"Some of the main qualities that
employers look for in students are
good communication skills, customer
service abilities and who will represent the company well," she said.
In addition, there will be.a free.
seminar on job search skills on
Wednesday Sept. 28, in Room 126 in
the JC Penney Building from 6-8
p.m.

Five reasons
why you should
join The Current
1. We have our own
house just like
those frat guys.
2. We get to hear
administrators talk
behind each other's
backs.

3. A free trip to
Washington D.C.

4. Because dammit,
we're a swell bunch
of people.
5. Lots of dancing
chickens!

Announcement of selection to

P R I :'\ C I P L E S ,,/

sou:\ [)

RET IRE .\\ E :'\ T . 1:\ '" EST 1:,\ G

students in

American Universities & Colleges
an annual honors program honoring our nation's leading college students

• ••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nominations are currently being accepted for students who will
be included in the 1995 Who's Who among students in
American Universities and Colleges directory. If you ,are a
student with a record of outstanding academic and
extracurricular achievement, you may qualify to be honored
by this prestigious national collegiate tradition.

To be considered, nominees must meet the following
criteria:
• Be a senior or graduate student
• Have an above average academic standing
• Have made contributions in academic and
extracurricular activities
• Have demonstrated leadership, citizenship and
service to the school and the community
• Show potential for future achievement

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON~

T

N ominations submitted after 'this date will not be accepted!
If you have questions contact the University Center/
Student Activities Office at 516-5291.
o

vanable annUIty accounts. And we 're nonprofit,

expert or fmancial advisor ahnost every-

so our expense charges are among the lowest

lTI

where yo u turn, But just how qualihed are all

the insurance and mutual fund indu stries" That

these experts?

means more of you r money is w here it should

Peace of mmd about yo ur future comes from
solid pla nnmg, From investments and services
deSigned an d managed w ith yo ur needs and

be - working for you
TlAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world , based on assets under man-

retire.ment secu rity specifically in mind The kind

agement - managing more than $ Lf5 bill,on m

of in vestments and servJCes TlAA-CREF has ~

assets for more than one a nd a half milhon people

been pI ov idtng for more than 75 years

throughout the natio n.

Students may nominate themselves or each other by:
1. Picking up a nomination fonn at a dean's office or
at 267 University Center.
2. Completing the form
3. Returning the fonn by Monday, October 9, to the
dean's office of the school or college in which you
are enrolled.

oday there seems to be an investment

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our co un selor's are tramed retJreme,nt profes-

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

s lonais w ho have only y ou a nd you r future in

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to fmd

mind . So you're treated as the unique person

a rehable penslCin plan provider. But as a member

YO ll

a re, wrth special needs and conce rn s abo ut

of the education and resea rc h community, y our

retireme nt And th a t makes Fo r a n unde rsta nd-

best choice is simple TlAA-CREF Beca use when

Ing, comfortable re lationship.

it comes to help ll1 g yo u prepare for retirement, our

With Tl/\A-CREf-; you have plenty of choice
and Ilexibihty m buddi ng your retirement nest
egg - t'ro m TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity
to th e in vestment opportul11ties of CREF's seveo

annuities will add up to more than spare change.
For more Informa tion abo ut how TIAJ'I.-CREF
can help you prepare for the future, call our
Enrollment Hothll e at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM

"Sra nd;;rd & Poor'", lnsurance fUlln! Af'Ii'Il).srs, 199~;Llp~,.Alfdlyrt.a2/&rvU'e.o, fM, lipper-Di rectors' Malvuc.al
(/IF.F ..,rli/wllt,' ,Ut JlJrrilmltJ by T1M·CREF inJlfliJuni IllIJ hlJlI.lutldnQ/ SI'r~lCtJ . •

Oil'a. 1995 (Quarterly).
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The nosier
the ·better

by Michael O'Brian
by Julie Pressman
of The Current Staff

I have always been a watcher, a
listener and toucher. And I consider
myself to be pretty darn nosey (Hey
.. that's part of my job). If you invite
me to your house be warned that I
will touch and study everything you
1.. own. Even your clothes aren ' t safe!
(You can tell a lot about a person this
way.)
Many people go to the malls to
.., shop. I go to the mall a lot too but its
rare I y to spend more than a few bucks.
I go to watch people and to to feel
every new fabric and to try out every
_J
new invention I can fmd. (Yes the
mall can be a learning experience.)
Let's just say that I didn't grow
• up wanting much financally. In fact,
my mother and father are some of the
smartest and most generous people I
...
know. Yes, they taught me to respect
.: others, but Ifelta void of infonnation
from them when it came to people
from outside my background. I guess
If'
they wanted to leave it up to me to
figure it out for myself. That's when
If.
all my snooping qualities came in
Ii! handy.
When I was younger, I used to
. love to sitand talk to "less fortunate"
. people for hours. Most of the time I
4j • sat on the wall next to Fitz's in the
Loop. I'd just sit there for hours,
: talking to people-oblivious to the
sweat pouring down my back or the
~ redness on my frigid skin. I knew all
the old., homeless people down there
by first names . I knew why they were
there and why they still would still be
- there in ten years. I knew people who
were just sick: of it all. I knew runIII
away teenagers who were going noel
where academically but were going
somewhere literally. They' d seen the
world early in a life they were living
by their own rules.
I found excitement and infonnation in just listening to them speak. In
~ fact, most of them were just plain
~ cool, and they made me feel cool for
just'knowing them. However, in time
I began to understand that I had
learned enough from them to realize
that I didn't want to be like them.
.,; That's when I quit going to the Loop
(at least not to sit and talk).
A few months ago, I went back to
sit in the same spot I had sat two years
ago. I felt strange because everything
had changed. All the people I'd gotten to know were gone, dead or so
screwed up that I dinn ' t want to even
~'" stick around to watch. I felt scared
and empty because I felt like I had
• abandoned these people who had
taught me so much about the world.
Maybe it was just a phase that my
parents want me to forget. But what I
.) learned from these people added years
of experience to my li fe. J can honestly say that I have learned a great
deal about empathy (not sympathy)
from the diverse groups of people by
just being a good listener.
Diversity is not just about race
III and culture, its about luck. Some of
us where dealt a good hand in life,
and others of us got all the crap cards.
But everyone, no matter what they
end up doing in life, (no matter how
society views their success) needs
someone to understand and accept
them.
In my opinion, there is no better
way to understand someone then by
listening to them and observing how
~ they react in certain situations. Yeah,
41 there are some nuts out there who
~ enjoy talking to their imaginary
friends, but there are many more
peaches.
To me, new information is like a
rwirth of sorts; once you have it, you
, never look at life exactly the same
way. In other words, the nosier the
better.

.1

HISLA kicks off the Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration at UM-St. L~uis
of The Current staff
The stomping of the Tincu
Dancers' feet and the sharp, rapid
plucks of the Columbian
guitarist's music were the first
cultural indicators that the HispaniC-Latino Heritage Celebration
had begun at UM-St. Louis. Hispanic Heritage Month started Sept.
15, and the on-campus observance
began Tuesday, Sept. 19 on the
patio next to University Center.
Alicia Friedrichs, president of
the Hispanic-Latino Association
(HISLA), has slated Performances
for the month's celebration.
"We want to make an appearance to the student," Friedrichs
said. "We want to build a better
understanding between the cultures."

The Bolivian Society Dancers were helping to foster that
understanding Tuesday. Their
performance began with the
Tincu Dance. The Tincus are an
"Indigena (Indian)" group from
Bolivia. Historically, the Dance
was performed historically by
women who followed the men of
their village into battle. The battle
took place on the planting ground,
and the blood from the battle fertilized the land for the planting
season. The women who danced
did so to celebrate their groups
victory or to mourn their defeat.
The dancers performed in ornate costumes reflective of their
heritage. They circled and
stomped to the march-style music, and the audience that accumulated clapped to the beat with
the music.

Photo: Monica Senecal

Frank castellanos and Nellie Patino did the Banbucu Dance
for spectators.

After the dance, Shari Aquilar
played Spanish guitar and sang cultural folk songs from Columbia.
One song, "The Coastal Wanderer,"
was about the nomadic nature of
the Columbians who traveled from
field to field each planting season.
Aquilar's voice was beautiful, and
though the words she sang were in
Spanish, you could rea1ly feel her
interpretation of the traveler's woes
in her voice.
On Wednesday, Sept. 20, pianist Mark Laverty (a graduate of
UM-St. Louis) and Violinist
Michelle DeFabio did Hispanic orchestral movements for the lunch
rush in the Summit Lounge.
HISLA had struggled in recent
years, but with the help of Director
of the Office of Equal Opportuni ty,
Norman Seay, Friedrichs has been
able to build the group's on-campus involvement over the last two
years.
"I wanted to learn more about
my past," Friedrichs said explaining why she became so strongly
affiliated with the organization. "I
really feel more American than
Mexican."
Friedrichs pointed out the this
"door to Hispanic culture" is open to
other students as well. She said that
she has aspirations of bringing a big
name to campus like Housing and
Urban Development Secretary Henry
Cisneros who is Hispanic, but she
admits he may be out of her reach.
However, Friedrichs said that she
has increased her ties with the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and
anything could be possible.

Photo: Monica Senecal

Pamela Gonzalez Is the leader of the Bolivian Society
Dancers who performed on Sept. 19 at UnIversity Center.

The Hispanic Heritage Month
Celebration continues through Oct
15 but at UM-St. Louis the last performance will be Oct. 5 when the
Mariachis Los Compadres perform
at University Center. The Evening
College students have the opportu-

oity to see three gr~ups perform dance
and music on the third floor of Lucas
Hall on Wednesday, Sept rt at 6:45
p.rn.. Don't miss the Latino artifacts
exhibit on the third floor of the Thomas Jefferson Library continuing
throughout the month's celebration.

A look at HispanicLatino culture

citizens don't know much about money.
NAFT A. They feel Americans are
"Animal species are losing their
coming to take their jobs. They fear habitats," Walters said, "the ozone is
Hispanic-Latino culture is very there will be genocide because they being eliminated and plants such as
different from traditional American are already not allowed to speak of Quinine (used to cure malaria) and
culture. The structure of the family, conflict between universities and the Curare (used as an anesthetic) are bereligion and social nonns for these police."
ing eliminated."
The interpersonal relationships of
ethnicities shows differences in the
Walters talked about the perseway the two function. The Hispanic- cution of the "Indigenas" (Indian the Hispanics are much different from
Latino Association President, Alicia groups) that have been living in the the political aspects of the culture.
Friedrichs (born in Mexico), and ad- jungles. She and Friedrichs said that
"Hispanic-Latinos like the physivisor, Susana Walter (born in Peru), the Indlgenas are literally starving cal contact," Friedrichs said. "In
talked candidly to allow students to and that some children must live on Mexico you could see two girls laughing, drinking and touching and no one
experience some of these cultural dif- one tortilla a day.
"The land owners were told to would think anything about it."
ferences as part of the Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration.
give land back to the Indigenas, but
Friedrichs said that when you are
"The culture in Mexico is that loopholeswerefound,"Walterssaid. invited into someone's home, you are
everyone takes care of their own," "They have not gained much ."
treated very well. If you visit five famiWalters is concerned with the lies in one day, you will eat five times,
Friedrichs said. "You have a great
responsibility for family . Economic annihilation of the Rain Forest. She she said.
"We want to make each other feel
factors keep the extended family to- says that the governments are stripgether."
ping the land and selling the trees for comfortable," Friedrichs said., "and eatFriedrichs said that the Mexican paper. The land is then being planted ingis a way to do that. In Mexico, we are
middle class has been absorbed by with grass for grazing of cattle. This a people that love to talk."
the lower class and that only the few is being done because the govemFriedrichs said that in Mexico the
elite live comfortably. She said that ments must find ways to make more religious experience is "humbling." She
the
North . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , said that at a mass
of 500 people only
America Trade
40 or 50 people will
A g r e erne n t
(N AFT A) had
take sacrament difnot made things
ferent from much
better for the
higher numbers in
Mexican people.
American mass.
"They feel
Walters said the
Mexico will beHispanics practice
come part of
Roman Catholicism
America, and
whereas . many
that their govAmericans practice
emmenthas sold
Irish Catholicism.
them
out,"
The two agreed
Friedrichs said.
that in America, eti"Many people
quetteis much more
relaxed. However,
feel that English
is being forced
Walters said that she
on them in their
still fmds it shockPhoto : Ken Dunkin
own country."
ing when someone

by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

Walters said
"The Mexican

The Bolivian Society Dancers in classic, ceremonial costume.

she knows doesn't
say hi.

"Bring in some more international students like myself."
• Hector Vaquero
Senior • Biology

"Americans don't know about
other cultures because they are
not exposed to them. They first
need to learn about our culture."
• Martha Gabriela Barrera
Senior· Biology
."".,.".,..".",.","""'",;",

"Meetings with American students and students from other
cultures."
- Ana Gabarda .
Senior· Chemistry

"Introducing different cultures
with a campus culture fest."
• Sean Deunn ".
Freshman • English

II
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Toultill

from Page 1

and cultural organizations, and individuals.
"Our long-held concept of partnership," she stated, "Our ability to
strike and maintain strategic alliances has raised our standing in this
community and positione.d us for a
stronger future."
.

admissions, registration and financial aid from Student Affairs to
Academic Affairs.
"These moves reflect the changing needs of the students and emphasize that student recruitment and
retention is a campuswide responAssembly
si bil i ty ," she said
from Page 1
TouhilJ stated that since last
year, UM -S t. Louis has achieved a vent problematic elections like the pregreat deal of progress. This progress vious two SGA presidential elections.
is due, in part, to the recent conThe SGA administration was
struction of University Meadows, stopped on this endeavor when Steve
which enables students
Wolfe cited Section 1, Article V of the
to live and and study at a public SGA Constitution which states, "no
university in St. Louis .
bylaw may be adopted in the same
Touhill stressed the imporLance meeting at which it is proposed."
of diversity at UM-St. Louis. She
The assembly discussed the initiastated that though progress has been tive and could vote on the issue at the
made in diversifying the Univer- next meeting.
sity, still more can be done and that
In Titlow's officer report, the SGA
more will be don e.
president asked that "we bond to stop
Programmatic growth was sup- the raid on studentaid. "Titlow is asking
ported by such tangible efforts as that assembly to form a task. force to
UM-St. Louis's 5-year academic articulate the importance of student aid
plan, a long-range Master Plan and for UM-St Louis students to the politithe St. Charles County and Jefferson cal figures who are proposing cuts to
County outreach plans" ... as com- that aid.
ponents of a larger vision."
One other announcement at the
Programmatic growth includes meeting was to make Oct. 1 the open
TouhilJ ' s request for a Communi- date for students to apply for Student
cations Arts Building and several Activities Budget Committee
property purchases within the next (SABC). The SABC is the committee
decade.
that suggests allocations of Student
Finally, in the issue of strategic Activity fees to SGA organizations.
Also announced were the dates
alliances, Touhill stressed the importance of cooperation with gov- for Homecoming. Those dates are
emment agencies, businesses, civic . Oct. 16-21.

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KilL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Alon zo D i'ak r:. klU f!d 8/17/91 at l O:5Jpm on Robbins R ei .. Han·est. AL.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

------

Sc.hoJars

.

from Page 1
Scholarship Program in full deLail.
Knox was among the fust to realize the error.
"It seems to me that this is just
another case of the over-sized campus bureaucracies not communicating with each other," Knox said.
"Nobody edits [the program] out
of the only description book that
students would look to for inspiration [for scholarships]. It seems to
me that just summarizes it - departments that never see each other directly affect each other, but they never
interact or communicate."
According to Bob Samples, director of University Relations, 411
students received the scholarship in
1994-95, which was an award value
of $197,000.
"It was a complete University of
Missouri system decision to produce
more University funded financial
aid," Samples said. ''The [University
Scholars] Program was discontinued, and all of that money and more
was reallocated to other programs."
Samples knew of no other scholarships that were discontinued and
does not know why this particular
one was terminated. He claimed that
UM-St. Louis was acting out a new
maIl:date effective throughout the
entire UM-system.
"The funds were put toward
competitive scholarships and needbased scholarships as opposed to
an automatic scholarship," he said.
Mines planned to take further
action if the situation was not
handled. She put up signs at the
Honors College encouraging students to speak up on the issue. She
contacted a lawyer and received
several names and numbers of

p e ople
affected
by
the
discontinuation of the Program. Her
lawyer had even requested going to
the media with the story . Unless the
situation was" ... totally and completely rectified," Mines would
make good on her threats .
"The University, basically,
[took} a binding promise they made
and just decided not to fulfIll it,
without any thought or consequence
to the student," she said . "That's
just totally unfair."
After being notified of the mistakes and after a week of pressure
from students and reporters, a press
release from Chancellor Blanche
TouhiJI was issued on Friday, Sept. ,
22. The release was issued to the
University re instating the University Scholars Program.
"Eligible students will be noti-~
fied of this decision and credited
with the appropriate financial assistance," Touhill said.
The program will be reinstated
for one year (1995-96) while a complete review of the program is conducted.
Mines received support from
both students and faculty and was
ecstatic with the decision.
''I'm glad the University responded as quickly as they did,';
Mines said. "It was definitely to the
benefit of the students and the University not to take this any further
than it had to go."
Knox applauds Mine's efforts
in reinsLating the Program .
"We should police our own university," Knox said . "If they're going to be so lazy as to make these
huge errors, then we might as well
call them on it."

• FREE: TEST, with immediate results detects

pregnancy 1 0 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practicaJ assistance
. • ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is N carby
Brentwood .. ___ 9&2-5300
Ballwin __ . . . _ .227-2266
Bride •• on . _ . _ . 227-.775

St. Charles .. __ 724-1200
South City _____ 962-3653
Midtown ___ . _ _ 946-4900
(AFTER HOURS: 1-800-&50-45100)

We Care.

Get carded

and save.
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PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATION KITS (a ls o includes
Fe deral Staffo rd and CitiAssist Loan
App lications):
U CitiMedical Program
(fo r studen ts of allapotllic and
osteo pathic medicine)
U CitiMBA Program
((or gra du ate bus in ess students)
U CitiEngineering Program
((or gradua te e ngin eering stude nts)
U CitiNursing Program
((or graduate nurs ing s tud en ts)
U CitiGraduate Program
(for gradua te stude nts of all other
disciplin es)

. Name ____________________________~_______________
Address, _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________

Apt.._ _ _--'----_

City _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ State ____

Zip, _ _ _~_

Telephone' ____ _ _ .,.--_ __ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __
Social Security #._ __ _ __ _ __ ___ _ __ _ _ _ __
(To better service you. be sure to fill in the Social Security number above.)
You are currently in:

U college LJ graduate school

Year of graduation _ __

Field of study _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Name of college/gra du ate school _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS), Attn.: SLC
P.O . Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948 .

Are you a pre vious stu dent loan borrower? 0 Ye s U No

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 296.

- -

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com / HO/ village / Citibank/CSlC.hlml

I

I

CITiBAN~

--

Come to any Timberl and® st ore from now until
M ay 31. 1996 and show us yo ur student ID. We' ll not only
let yo u in, we 'll gi ve you 15% off the pri ce of everything
in the pl ace- boots and shoes, clothin g and accessories.

The Timberland store nearest you:
St. Louis Galleria, 314-862-S-aoo '
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of The Current staff
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Megadeth
"Hidden Treasures"

Dave Mustalne and company release a compilation of previously release tracks.

Fans of the metal band Megadeth can
rejoice as a result of their latest product.
"Hiddent Treasures" is filled with songs
that were previously released on other albums.
The other albums were mostly
soundtrack and compilation discs which
would only contain one Megadeth song.
"Our fans were complaining that they
had to spend so much money buying each
album to get one Megadethsong," said
Megadeth guitarist Marty Friedman. "We
listen to our fans . They are very important
to us."
.
The disc is highlighted by their remake
of Alice Cooper's "No More Mr. Nice Guy."

A remake for the "Shocker" soundtrack,
Megadeth does the classic song the justice that it deserves. This is not a cheap
remake. Lead singer Dave Mustaine
keeps up the same energy while singing
the song that Cooper pad 22 years ago.
Other good songs are the groups rendition of Black Sabbath's "Paranoid"
which is one of the greatest metal songs
of all-time. "Go To Hell" and "99 Ways
To D'le" are some of the fine songs that
this disc has to offer. "Problems," an
. unreleased little ditty, wraps up the eightsong disc .
If you love Meg.adeth or are just
interested in finding out how great this
group roolly is, check out this disc. It
was well worth the wait to get all these
Ken Dunkin
songs onto one disc.

----------------------------------------------------------mdu5uful
Prick
Self-titled
Music comes is all styles and qualities. Prick is
one band that transcends many styles and still has an
excellent albwn.
The band is fronted by Kevin McMahon, a
pioneer of the Cleveland alternative music scene.
McMahon has progressed his musical style and has
become an outstanding musician.
''Listening to only one song on.the albwn is like
reading one chapter of a book," McMahon said.
"You end up not getting the complete message of the
album."
In the early '80s, McMahon had the man he is
most compared to, Trent Reznor (Nine Inch Nails),
in his pop-punk band, Lucky Pierre. While Reznor
later soared to success with ''Pretty Hate Machine"
~\
and 'The Downward Spiral," McMahon still had not
found success. Reznor remembered the quality of
McMahon's work, and as soon ashe started Nothing
Records he signed his fonner partner.
The disc was released last January and has yet to
find the success that dedicated listeners have predicated for quite a while.
Opening for NIN and David Bowie on October
11 at Riverport will defInitely open the doors for
more listeners to take a chance on the band. If their
.. . last'concert here with Ned's Atomic Dustbin is any
indicator Prick will put on one of the best shows any
music fan has seen. The disc is great, one of the best
Ii!

of the year. The songs ring inside of my head and beg to
bepIayedover and over. From the f1rsthintof"Communique" to the final strum of "Makebelieve" the band
flaunts its killer writing and musical prowess.
The best song on the disc is "Other People," a mixed

up song that will stick in your head like a
bad ballad, but in a good way. "No Fair
Fights" and "I Apologize" are other songs
worth listening to ..
Ken Dunkin

PRICK, led by front man Kevin McMahon, will open for Nine Inch . Nails and

IDavid Bowie October 11 at Rlverport Amphttheater.

A N gUs

were, as always, enjoyable to watch,
and a scene with Rita Moreno as a
dance instructor was one of the funniest in the · film. Chris Owens as
Angus 's friend Troy captured the essence of freshman geekiness. Talbert,
discovered by the director in a
midwestern Wendy's, proves to be a
likeable young actor. His inexperience in front of a camera added an
awkwardness that worked well for
his character. At times, he appeared
to be too uncomfortable as an actor,
but his on-screen discomfort should
fade with experience.
The cast does much work in overcoming the entirely predictable plot.
Nothing surprises the viewer, not the
final conflict nor the "Bethune
theory;" (a scientific principle Angus
develops for his science project and
applies to his own life). I tried not to
hold this against the movie; after all,
original plotlines are hard (0 come by
in Hollywood, and I wholeheartedly
support recycling. (Of course, I prefer to see glass separated from cans,
but I take what I can get.)
The kickin' soundtraCk, with songs
from the likes of Green Day, Weezer,
and Smoking Popes, makes the slow
scenes (ofwl¥ch there are a few), pass
a little less painfully.
All in all, the movie is a mildly
entertaining film to watch if you want
to feel good. If you're looking for more
for your movie dollar,look elsewhere.

High school is difficult enough
without being named after a cow .
Angus Bethune, the title character of
the movie "Angus", would not find
his name so bad if he weren't "so,
well.. .. large."
Newcomer Charlie Talbert plays
Angus, an overweight l6-year-old
boy who is "good at science and fair
at football," and who desperately
wants to fIt in, but not at the cost of
losing his true identity.
The movie is based on a short
story by Chris Crutcher.
A major obstacle to Angus's fItting in is Rick Sanford (James Van
Der Beek), one of the high school's
beautiful people. The ease with which
Rick floats through life would be
enough of a reason to hate him, but
Rick provides a few more. Rick delights in humiliating Angus, but the
final blow in Angus is Rick's girlfriend, Melissa Lefevre (Ariana
Richards). Unrequited love for Melissa is Angus's major source of angst.
Angus despairs of ever fitting in, so
he applies to a science magnet school.
Rick rigs the election of the Winter Ball King, so that Angus wins.
Angus feels that if ditches the Winter
Ball, he'll miss his only opportunity
to dance with Melissa, the Queen. On
the other hand, ifhe goes, he's sure to
be humiliated r------- - - - - -- -------,
even further by
Rick. Angus's
grandfather
(George C. Scott)
does his best to
teach his grandson
to live by his philosophy of . life:
"screw 'em; it
doesn't matter
what other people
think."
With help from
his grandfather and
mother,
Meg
(Kathy Bates), Angus learns what
bravery means.
Arla na Richa rds, Charlie Talbert, and
Bates and Scott
Chris Owen star In New Line's "Angus."

M acintosh Perfonnci 5200 w/CD

8MB RAM/800MB hard drive,
Power PC 603 processor, CD-ROM drive,
built-in 15" color monitor, keyboard, mouse
and all the software you're likely to need.

are. now on sa e.
Ma c intos h Perfonna" 636 w /CD

(Okay, now go back to whatever you were doing.)

8MB RAM/500MB hard dri~'e, CD-ROM drive,
15" cowr monitor, keyboard, mouse and aft the
softwareyou're like(y to need.

We really would not be able to sleep tonight if we did not impart to you computer, you'd get your homework done faster. And then you'd have
this knowledge: Macintosh" computers are now available for even less plenty of tin1e left over for those extracurricular
1 . 'activities.
Macintosh.
The
power
to
be
your
best~
than the already affordable student prices. And just think, if you had a

AppIe .

For further information visit the Com,puter Store
Located in the University Center Lobby or call 516-6054
~
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6
Offers expire October 13, 1995. ©1995 Apple Compuil!r, Inc. All rights i-eserved. Apple, lhe Apple /q~o, Macin/OSh and'7I!e {Xlwer 10 be )'Jur besf' are regisl£red lrademarlzs 0/Apple Colll{JlI/er, Ille. C",,/Sho{J Plus is a regisleml trademark ofMindscnpe. All Macinlash col7l{Julers are
desigrJed 10 be ~ 10 individualr wiJh disability. 7b learn m01T! (US. oniy), call800·600·7808 or TTY 800-755·0601. Still _dhlg? Maybel OU should Ihin/: a/Jow law sdJooi.

PowerBool( 520
4MB RAM/240MB hard dnve.

_.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The B est Way To Save Money
On Stuff ( Other Than Borrowing
Your Room mate's). Roommates tend to get a little
weird when you b orrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard@ card. Then you could use it to
buy the things you really want. And with these
College M as terValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as

Ma sterCard. Its more than a credit card. ItJs smart money.TM

I t IS.
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JCPenney
Optical Center

I

I
I

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME

1

Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus ... bonus
discount of$20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses
and use your MasterCard' Card. Lens discount applies to
our best lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
Offer and conpon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31195.
Offer valid only on purcha5es using. ~>I"'terCJrd' Card.
Surrender coupon at time of purchase. Coupon h J" nQ cash
....--alue, and may not be combi.ned \..1th ;lny coupon, discount,

!

Value Right package or vision care phn.

COllr:r.r-

0. )
L.'-JC.

.. :. if': ' .
'flll'.... ~ l z:!.. ~

Limit one coupon per purch.ase See opncl.ln for detaJJs
VOId \vhere prohlbued

-' "JdSrerva1~

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CAMELOT
MUSIC

Save $3 Off A CD

I

I

I
I
I

OL

Offer ,nd coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95.
Offer valid ~:mly on purchases using a MasterCard') Card. Surrender
coupon at bme of purchase.
Coupon has no cash redempnon vJlue. Offer· void where prorubited, taxed or restricted,.Coupon may not be combined with
;lny other discm~nL Oi~count not to .exceed S6 per coupon.
Coupon not vahd on sale merch:mdlse.
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College Jewelry

SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

SAVE'UP TO $140

I

Simplicity, comfort and style ... that's Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog \vith our latest
styles. Place your order and save 1$10 on any purchase of1)50 or
more when you use your MasterCard!> Card and mention the
COLLEGE MasterValues" offer #C3WA.

Your college ring, from i\rtCarved, is. a keepsake you'll
always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70 on 14K gold
or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7002 for more details.
Mention offer #9501.

Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12131/95. Offer valid only on purchases
using a .Nla.'it.erC~ Card and when the COLLEGE
MasterValues' otIer #C3WA is mentioned. Offer void where
prohibired, oxed, or restricted. Coupon may not be combined
with any other coupon or discount. Shipping and handling are
extra. Lirnlt one dL~ount per purclus.e.

Offer valid 8/15/95
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12/31/95.
Offer valid only on purchases using a IvtasterCardf!> Card and when
offer #950t is mentio~ed. Coupo.n ~ay not be co~bi..Iled \\-i.th o.~
any other coupon or discount. ShippIng and h~ndling are e.'\-m..
. :. . ~
Limit one discount per purc~e.
'AA-~ ,-Z
Some restrictions apply. Void li\TIere prohibited.
'''II:lSIEfVa\u€5
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: . THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.:
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49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
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I
I
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Here's music to your ears ... save $3 on one regularly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard® Card. Limit two $3 discounts per coupon, per
purchase. Limit one $3 discount per box set purchase . Offer
Not Valid Without This Coupon. COUPON #336
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TWEEDS

I
I
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1
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Invest in your future and stay on top of current developments
with TIle Wall StreetJournal. For a limited time only, use your
MasterCard® Card and pay just $23 for a 12-week
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call1-S00-348:"3555
and please refer to source key 75NY.
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Oifervalid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95.
Offer valid only on purchas", using a M>sterCJrd' CJrd and
w:he.n source key. 7?NY:is mentioned.
L,~t o,ne 5ubscn~~on discount per person.
\ Old ...... here prohiblted
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Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality
videos at diSCOW1t prices. All videos are priced at $9.95 or less
and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard"
Card. Call 1-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask
for the COLLEGE MasterValues" offer #1081-5999.
Offer valid 8115195 to 12/31/95. OtTer valid only on purchases
using' MJSterC"d' CJrd ,nd when the COLLEGE
M~lc;[erValues '" offer #1081-5999 is mentioned.
O~er may not be com~ined with any ~thcr offer or ~count.
Ofter valid for U.S. resldems (:Hlly. VOId where prohibtted.
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BOXnf

' 0;""o0

SAVE 25%

COLUMBIA
"rsOO)

M"" E"""","",,,. ,,,

Save 25%, off the regular price of the Aerosmith collection,
featuring all the original Columbia albums. BOX OF FIRE
includes a previously-unreleased, S-trdck bonus disc of
Aero-rarities and hard-to-find gems including "Subway", "Circle
Jerk" and more' Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99. Call
r:: th COLLEGE M
Val • OJ
1-SO()-322-3412 an d al k lor e
alter ues 0 uer.
Offer valid S/1S/95 to 12/31/95. Oller valid ollly on purchases u~irJg
a Ma.~terC:ud" Clrd and when the COLLEGE M~:itcrV;llues~offer is mentioned. Offer Illay not be combined '"vith <Illy other
d~~~ount. Shippint; and handling S3?) per pur,cha:-ic. Lmlit o~~
dlSLount per purcha.~l:. Sales tax apphcabk. VOid '~vhere prohibited.
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SAVE 20%
RL1Il into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your next purchase
of regular priced merchandise when you use your MasterCard®
Card. Find everything you need at Herman's ... We Are Sports."
Offer excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
Offer ,nd coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only 011 purch",'" ruing a
MasterCard" Card. Surrender coupon J[ time ofpurcha5e. Offer excludes CrossW,1k
Plus, Cardio-Glide.:ill golf balls, selecr pro clubs, ,elect Prince, Wilson. He,d,
Pro-Kennex ,nd Ektelon ",ck«s, select Nih and Recook Prestige product, Fila,
TeV>. Convme LJ, Allcs 21Xl1 and Rollerblade footwear, Team

J)IV1510n merchandise, hunnng and fishIng ItCt~n ..es. eqwpmenr
seTVlC6, home delivery and glfr CemfiCHe5 Offer may not be
combmed v.1th :my other rusCOUIlt or pr0l110nOll LlI1ut one
coupon ~er pun.:ha.~e Coupon valid at all)' Hltm1an'S kx.-tlGon
SPC #6:) VOld where prohlbHN
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wiiRDExp";iis~

:I

forlYuuJows

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR

I
I
I
I
I
I

W ordExpress makes it easy to create great looking reports,
ternl papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature set, fast
and easy to use. Includes professionally desigrled Resume
Templates. Only $29.95 when you use your MasterCard''''
Card and mention offer WXO-MC. To order, call
1-S00-99S-4555. Visit Us On The World Wide Web
at http://delta.com/microv/home

I
I
!

.

lOWer valid 8/t5/95 to 12/3.1/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a M::l5terCard'"' Card
and wht'n offer \vxO-MC is l1len~oned.
Shipp!ng and handling are adw.tional. Lirnit . .
one dl~counr per purchase. VOId where prohibited.
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JOIN AND SAVE $45

I
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I
I
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I

Join for only $15, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE liti: tickets and
savings up to 5()'!{, on lift tickels, resort lodging and dining,
E
dW t A
'Ii f( k· /
etc., at top resorts ast an
es. great gJ t or S lers
snowboarders. Call 1-800-8()(J-2SKi (2754) to join or for
I details and specials in your f.worite areas and mention offer
I #15MCSKI. Plus look for liS on the internet at
I URL http://wwvv.skicard.com/skicard
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Offer valid H/lS/':.l5 to 12/11/1)S.
Otfr.:r VJhJ lJllly Oil purLh,l.~c'i minh ,I MJ.'it\;~:~lr0" eml ,Hid Wht'IIOC
)'
thr.: #1~~1CSI{I I:'. 1.1lCr,l,n.0I1l'J. 1kt;~ds on .~kln JncOlilitS h~tl'd III
.:-:.
ffi
95/()()

SJVln~ (,UIJC'

III,-ludeu with l\l('h 11H.'lllhcr-:hlp_

Hour:;: MUll-Fri. ') :1.I11. to 4 p.llI. Mm tillll:.
Void whl:re prohIbited.
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50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take S()'Yr, off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoto, when you usc vour
J
MasterCard'" Card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location
nearest you. Limit 1. Offer NotValid Without This Coupon.
12/31/95. C~<;h n:dL'lllp(ioll valu\! -1/2(1~.
Offt.:r VJlid only 011 pun.:ha.'ie'\ lI5ing a Ma.~tL'r{::Jrd·· C;mi. Surrender COUP01} at
purcha.o.;.l'. Limit Olll' coupon per p·urd1:lst'. Cl1l1lo{ he combilled with
;IllY otht'r off~r.; or JiS()tIIlt~. MotoPhoto Club MClllbCf$ arC' l"ntilkd to [akl' I!YX, offthL' co\lpon pnl'l'. Offl'r va!id 011 C-41
pro(L'SS, ~S I1lll1 filll1, :llld _~L11](.brd _~iz(' prillt~ ollly _ ()tft.'r v'.llid :It
p:uticip:IUTlg .~t()rL"'" oilly.
Void where prohibitt'tl.
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SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift,
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Volleyball team goes 2-1
in conference tourney

'.
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by Eric Thomas

:- of The Current staff

Well well well, what should I
: complain about this week?
Alright, here's the deal. If you're
an athlete, then you have a specific
job to do: catch fly balls, bat in runs,
strike out batters, set up for the spike,
swim as fast as you can, clear the
zone, save shots or score goals.
Well it's now my job, as assistant
sports editor, to write the stories that
inform the UM-St. Lows studentreadership exactly how their teams performed, be it excellent or terrible.
Now what puzzle~ me is this:, Why do
a great portion of individuals take a
vow of silence when it comes to in· terviews? You scored, why not talk
about it? Huh, Miss You know who
~
, you are?
to
OK, on to sports related subjects ...
The Rivermen soccer team isn't
performing up to par, but hey, we
all have our bad weeks. Kurt
· Bruenning summed it up by stating
that they have the talent and the
ability to have won each game, but
., • two or three guys can't do it all.
They need a full 90 minutes of11O%
· soccer from all players if they ex.. pect to advance to the regional fi• nals. Defensive breakdowns early
in the game have and will continue
: to cost the team . Bruenning, Todd
• Rick and Joe Fisch can only carry
• the team so far, and goalie Mark
Lynn can't be expected to save evoij -ery shot. And what's Head Coach
': Tom Redmond gonna do nextsea. ; : son after two-thirds of his present
: day team graduates? As we all
" know,
the UM-St.
Louis
' Riverwomen soccer team has been
: kick'n ass this season. A hats-off to
"Head Coach Ken Hudson and his
• :. team for taking the field and takin'
· care of busi ness. And as most memI( ::bers on the team agree, a great deal
" :'-ofthe Riverwomen 's success is due
.:to the efforts of one senior soccer
::superstar, Jenni Burton. Burton is
::out slashing records and there's no
--telling where she'll stop. Even the
-'Post-Dispatch and Suburban Jour-i ::nal have taken notice to her
· ::achievments.
Carrie Marino, aka Fredia, has
:aone her share of damage as well,
'I>oming in as the team's second lead\rig scorer. Other forces not to be
~werlooked are junior mid fielders
:Marcie Scheske and Lori Lueddecke,
of ,and defenders Jennifer Frohlich and
~eiga Gibbs (who helped cream The
Current in a charity basketball game
~d has not been for:given). These
:girls dominate on the fidd and if your
bored, go check out a Riverwomen

by Eric Thomas

Debbie Boedefeld said. "She served
greaL She's a great blocker and I'm
really glad she's back and healthy."
Unfortunately, Friday night the
UM-St. Louis was the host of the
. first of three Mid-America Athletic · Riverwomen lost to Missouri South15-12 in gameone,17- 15 in game
Association (MiAA) volleyball tournaments that take place throughout two, and 15-8 in game three. The
Riverwomen went into the match
the season.
The Riverwomen fared well, they expecting to beat Missouri Southern,
but thingsdidn' t go the Riverwomen 's
won two and lost one.
This weekend marked theftrst way.
''They reall y surprized us," sophogame for senior starter Kerry Mallon.
, Mallon sprained her ankle in the pre- more middle hitter Karen Basket said.
season and until Friday had watched "We were serving really bad, and you
all previous games from the side- can't get points when your serves
lines. Last season Mallon finished are-n't good."
"We were very quiet on the court
second on the team with 268 kills and
and
we didn't comm unicate with each
was the leading returner in digs with
other
very well," Boedefeld said.
211.
Despite the fmal outcome, Mallon
"We all knew immediately that
Kerry was back," junior middle hitter served four aces and had eightdefen-
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On to football.
Yeah, I know that UM-SL Louis
-doesn't have a football team, but St.
L ouis does . After being barraged
~'ith"RampageMonChanne15,Rams
.. pop quiz questions on Channel 4, and
'o ther in-depth coverage of our new
.. team and their 3-0 record last Sunday
,
,
~ight, I couldn t help but humor my~If. There was hardly any covernge
~£ the Blues' two exhibition games
(sure, they lost, but give up some
'. imfo, like who scored) and after each
(mmmercial on each channel, there
was a Rams player being asked about
his role in taking the Rams to the
Super Bowl. Come on, after week
six, the Rams don't have a prayer of
winning a game. It's nice to see that
· SL Louis now has a professional footoall team, but the methods used and
!he manner in which we acquired the
Rams are enough to tum one's stom. .
.
acl1 (the NFL commISSIOners passmg
' ~ Qver St. Louis for Charlotte thus no
~tallions). Football's great and all,
good to see that the tailgate parties
· are back, sweet of Anhueser-Busch
'" let the Rams use the stadium, but
Jet's seule down. The Rams may end
(>costing this city more than anyone
eVer imagined.

sive digs.
On Saturday the Riverwomen
played Northwestern Missouri. Head
Coach Denise Silvester's crew
weren't very good hosts. The
Riverwomen defeated them 15·10.in
game one; 15-11 in game two; and
15-12 in game three.
"We really turned things around,"
Basket said, "and got our game together. We had great passing, our
blocks improved, and the defense
really picked up."
. "All week we had drills designed
to prepare us for different teams and
their styles," Boedefeld said.
Freshman Jeanna Carrico and
Amanda Zimmermen ha~ an exceptional games. Each of them had 16
kills. Junior hitter Sheri Grewe and
Boedefeld each tallied 15 kills.
"We came out and
letNorthwestemknow
that we were UM-St
Louis, this was our
court, and we weren't
going to let them win,"
Boedefeld said. "TItis
time the sets were
beautiful, the team
worked together, and
we started psyching
their middle hitters out
and getting kills."
Later on that
day,the Riverwomen
again took the court,
this time against
Pittsburg State. This
was a true test for both
teams because the
match lasted 2 1/2
hours.

Photo: Ken Dunkin

Debbie Boedefeld (#3) spikes the ball past an opponent in the t ournament
last weekend. The Rlverwomen went 2-1 in the conference meet.

See Tourney
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Riverwomen go .500 ontrip to Springfield
by Eric Thomas

This was an important win for
the Riverwomen because Metro·
politan was ranked in the preseason.
The following day, Colorado
Christian wanted a piece of the
Riverwomen, but probably should
have stayed home. The River-

Frohlich.
Last Friday, the Riverwomen
cruised down to Springfield to play
The UM -St. Louis Riverwomen
Drury College. The game was an
Soccer Team enjoyed a bus ride to
even match until the 30:00 minute
Colorado two weekends ago and
mark when the team started to falhistory repeated itself when they
ter. During the eight minute breakdown, .Drury
went head-to-head
. with the Metropoliplayers mantan State Cougars.
aged to beat
The match was The win against Metropolitan was an
Abernathy
three times.
a back and forth important one for the Riverwomen because
battle. It wasn't un"There
the Cougars were ranked in the preseason.
til the 71 st minute
wasn't much
of the game that the
that
Amy
Riverwomen got on the board, women had 14 shots while allow - couid do when she was faced with
two and three forwards racing in
thanks to the UM-St. Louis record ing only ten .
One minute and 33 seconds af- on her," Hudson said.
breaker, Jenni Burton.
Hudson had a chat with the girls
Star forward Burton again put a ter the game began, the ball was in
notch in the victory department Color~do's net, complements of between halves , and the team came
when she beat the Cougars goalie midfielder Tracy Niederer. Leigha out ready to play ball. UnfortuGibbs assisted on the goal. Colo- nately only Scheske was able to
and scored the game's only goal.
-'
In addition to giving the team a rado fought back to tie at the 38:00. beat the goaltender despite the
win, Burton also assured goaltender mark, but midfielder Marcie
Amy Abernathy that her perfor- Scheske got the game winner at
See Riverwomen
mance would not go unnoticed, thus 50:00. Assists went out to Carrie
"Fredia" Marino and Jennifer
Abernathy got the shut-out
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Photo: Shelley Satke

Rlverwoman Jeana Carrico prepares to hit the ball on a
serve from her opponent.

Men's soccer stuggles
Rick and Thompson suffer further injuries
at the hands of opponents in Hamot Classic
by Ken Dunkin
of The C urrent staff

Despite the score, there were
pl ayers th at R edmond sighted for
playing well .
" W e go t a good effort o ut of
Greg Crawford at the forward posi tion," Redmond said. "He was a
ques tion going into the game as
he had h urt his knee in practice

The Rivermen soccer team has
been struggling in recent games ,
and they lost their ganle last S aturday to Mercyhurst 3-0.
The Rivermen trudged to Erie ,
Pa. for the Hamot Soccer Classic. The first
game the y p la y ed
Mercyhurst. The team The one thing the team did
was pu h ing and shovnot need was injuries to take
ing during the game as
Mercyhurs t conuni tted away from the squad.
37 fouls in the match.
" It was very ugly ,"
Rivermen He ad Coach T om Thursday. He almost put a few shots
Redmond said. "The game w as ve ry in the net. H ampton played well at
sweeper. "
physica\."
The one thing the team did not
The p hysical pl ay could hav e
need
was inj uries to t,ake away from
taken i ts toll on the Riverrnen . T he y
Joe Thompson collided
the
squad.
had six shots for the game. Joe F isch
with another player on a comer
had three of the shots.
" We had been playing well until kick. He had a cut o n his head that
lheir fust goal ," Redmond said. ''The required three stitches to close .
T homp son had s ta r ted in the
fust one was a backbreaker."
The first goal was scored by b ackfield and w as replaced by Scott
Buss
Frank Homa.
Mike Dorme of Mercyhurs t.
The R ivermen had their work
"It was a b ackfield mistake,"
Redmond said. "We didn ' t clear it c ut out for themselves agains t regional rival G annon. Gannon is
and they banged Ll:le bal l in."
The team had another break- raroJced third regionally. In the Clasdown a n d Gl en Fra ncis of sic, G annon defeated Northeas t 2Mercyhurst scored with five min- 1. The y were upset earlier this week
utes to go in the f irst half. The but were as dangerous as any team
Rivenilen were do wn 2-0 at half the Rivennen will face all season.
"W 're looking to ups e t
time.
The Rivermen would find !hat Garmon," Redmond said. "Our guys
the second half would be just as aren ' t giv ing up yet."
The FJvermen would fall short
tough as L~e first. Francis added his
second goal of the game to pu t the in their upsethopes as they IOSl2-0.
icing on the cake. The 3-0 loss The huge difference was in shots,
dropped their overall record to 2-4- the Rivermen had six ShOlS, while
Gannon fired 12 shots on goalie
1.
Mark Lynn. Lynn saved four of Ll:le
shol.
T he loss pulled the record to 25· 1 for the season.
T odd Rick suffered a broken
nose, 15 minules into the match, he
did not return to the game.
The downward spiral for the
RiYermen h as left many questions.
The first is where is the offense?
The team has only scored 8 goals in
8 games. In ali five losses the team
has been shutout.
"You can ' t win ma\'1 y games
when you average a goal a game,"
Redmond said. ''I'm concerned,
we 're not putting the ball in the net.
The second is the continue losing streak: that has plagued the team.
According to Redmond the team
will play really well for several
minutes and then bad for several
minutes.
"We' re trying to regro up,"
Redmond sai d. "The guys aren't
giving up."
The Rivermen are hosting the
Gaffeny's Classic ihis weekend.
They will play Wes t Texas A&M
Saturday at 8 p.m . They then play
50
Rockhurst on Monday Oct, 2 at 2
p.m.

Games Played ------~---

and
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Golf teaDl finds success at invitational

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

Despiterain and stormy weather
the UM-St. Louis Rivermen golf
team finished in fifth place in the
Northeast Missouri State Invitational.
The young Rivermen team made
the trip to the annual golf tournament September 18-19. The team on the second day.
for ninth place.
lost several key players off of last
"Dustin is coming off of a specWeather can be a restricter in
years squad and will be required to golf as wind can make the ball move tacular summer," Niederkorn said.
rely on the newcomers that have in costly directions and the wet grass "He played well in several Misjoined the squad.
call make the ball skip further that souri and Illinois tournaments. I
"I was very pleased," Rivermen expected. The key is to play well think he will continue his great play
Head Coach Jim Niederkorn said. under the conditions.
throughout the Fall season."
"I really had no goals going into the
The team could face a potential
"In the rain and wind you have
tournament, we had three new in.ex- to stay composed and play with the setback after Ashby was hurt while
perienced players in the tournament. conditions," Niederkorn said. "In completing a swing. Niederkorn
The tournament wasn't in the most those types of conditions, a par score said he injured a muscle behind his
ideal conditions."
can be good. The rest of the compe- shoulder blade. The results of the
Niederkorn was impressed with tition may shoot over par."
tests were not available to The Curthe team's fifth place finish in the '
The Ri vermen were led by rent at press time.
Invitational. The Rivermen had been Dustin Ashby who shot a 194. His
Another returning player that
in seventh place after the first round. scores were 73-38-78 in the two- played well was James Trittler. He
In second round, the team began to day Invitational. He finished in a tie shot a 198 for the Invitational.
play well and quickly passed several schools.
UMSL Golf scores fromNortheast Missouri State Invitational
"We picked up our shots on the
second game and went from sev194
Dustin Ashbly
73-38-78
enth place to fifth place ,"
82-39-77
James
Trittler
198
Niederkorn said. "The guys really
played up to their skills and abil84-42-49 205
Paul Arnell
ity. "
82-41-76 199
Jeff Metter
As a result of the weather, the
90-41-83 224
Eric Venghaus
Intuitional was trimmed to 18 holes

"James has the most experience
on the team," Niederkom said. "This
will be the third time he has competed in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association
CMIAA)."
Last season the team graduated
several key players including Dave
Rhoads, who has become the assistant coach this season .
By adding Rhoads to the coaching staff, they get a man that competed for four seasons at UM-St.
Louis. He brings a lot experience to
the team and he knows the competition in the MIAA very well.
Rhoads was a key player in past
success in the golf program. He will
have a young group of players to
work with.
The team has several freshman
and transfer students fighting · for
two positions. Paul Amell, Nick
Jacobs, Chris Douglas, and Jeff
Metter will be fighting for the two
positions on the regular squad.
Niederkom said each will have to
prove themselves before getting into
. competition.
"I am going to try to get them as
much experience as possible,"
Niederkorn said. "i want to expose
them to tournament play."
The next action the team will
see will be in a tournament in Fort
Leonard Wood Mo. The two day
match will take place Oct. 3-4.

Dave Rhoads, Rlvermen Assistant Coach, displays .the
proper way to prepare for a shot.
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Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair
. & Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

Just 2 Miles from UM-St. Louis
Full Appliances, Studio, 1 & 2 Bedroom From $

POPE ERA REALTORS

CALL 521-6666 CALL
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COME STROLL THRoUGlI
"TIlE MEADOWS"
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• Walking distance to all classes
• Student activities and
programming
• Limited access gates
• Furnished units available

• Pool, jacuzzi and clubhouse .
• On.site laundry facilities ~> , ;.:.--:::>~"

---~--UNIVERSITY MEADOWS
2901 University Meadows Dr.
St Louis, MO 63121

Your stay at -"The Meadows"
could begin at only $244 per ..,
month. Call or come by today for
a tour.

(314)

516-7500
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Riverwomen
from Page 9
- Ri v erwomen dominating the second
half. Her goal came at the 60:00
minute mark.
Burton used her melon to head
the ball to Tracy Niederer, who in
., _tum passed to Scheske for the score.
·
"This was bad because it was our
· fIrst regional loss," Hudson said . .
The next morning, the River..; :-V0mentook the field at 11 :00, squar· mg off against Southwest Baptist.
Captain Frohlich conversed with
, Hudsonbeforehandanditwasagreed
· upon that the formation was to be
changed. The team went from three
· forwards to two, thus strengthening
.~

their defense. This strategy paid off. Lueddecke.
During the second half, Madden
The Riverwomen beat Southwest
scored twice, Niederer assisted by
Baptist 9-0.
"Amy had a real easy game, she Madden; Frohlich assisted by
only touched the ball five times," Marino; then Marino scored with an
Hudson said.
. assist from Burton.
Burton got the RiverwoI?en on the
"This time around we moved the
board first, but wasn't finished there. ball real well and stay focused durShe scored the second goal, too.
ing the entire game," Hudson said.
"We came down here hoping to
Tammi Madden scored the next
one, assisted by Marino. Frohlich . win both, but beating Drury on their
scored her forth of the season in the own field is real tough."
rout, unassisted. Forward Laurie
The Riverwomen will be in acCasso didn't want the half to end tion at the Don Dallas fIeld this week
three-zip, so she added one with help against Washington University. The
from Jamie Snider and Lori will play Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Tourney
from Page 9

..

"This was the longest game that
· we've ever played," Boedefeld said.
The Riverwomen performed tre· mendous under pressure, though, and
won 15-10, 15-9, 16-18, and 15-12.
Again Carrico made her presence
on the court known by racking up 23
kills. Boedefeld and Grewe also contributed 11 kills a piece.

"They beat us last year so we had
a score to settle with them," Basket
said.
"Our passing was still on the mark,
and our communication was great,
and we held on for the wIn,"
Boedefeld said.
In the game Sarah Zrout had a
heated discussion with the offIcial

when UM-S t Louis was called out of
rotation. The following serve
Pittsburg State aced the Riverwomen,
so the whole mishap cost the team
two points. But in the end, it didn't
matter as the Riverwomen rolled over
Pittsburg in four games.
The Riverwomen will play at Central Missouri this Wednesday.

Recreational Sports
Campus Fun Run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ On September 26
Soccer (men's & women's)
Deadline September 27
(~ondays(VVednesdays)

Table Tennis (men's, women's, & co-ed) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Deadline September 27
(~onday thru Friday)
Punt, Pass, & Kick Competition (men's & women's) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ On October 3,5
(Tuesday & Thursday)

Athletics Schedule
Gaffney's Men's Soccer Classic
vs. West Texas A&~ @ 8 p.m. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ September 30
vs. Rockers @ 2 p.m.
October 2
Men's Soccer vs. Drury @ 7:30 p.m.
October 6
September 27
Women's Soccer vs. Washington University @ 7 p.m.

UM-St. Louis Women's Soccer Classic
vs, Eastern Illinois @ 2 p.m. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ October 7
October 8
vs. Presbyterian @ 1 p.m.

~~--------------------~---------------------------------------------,
No Charges
to use the ATM in the

Students
Association
announces the holding
of Jumma pravers on
Fridavs at 1:30 in ·Clark
201.
. General meeting
September 29 after
prayers.

That means more money in your
account, and less hassle for you ...

To us, that's pretty positive!

100[U

1st & Broadway· P.O . Box 1795
Columbia , MO 65205-1795
flHONE: -B 7:.t- 1477 Of 1,800-451 -1 p7 FAX: 874-1300
Facu lty, Staff, Students and families are eligible to join.
Call your Si. Louis Campus Rep Bab Walsb ot (3141 516-6750
for membmhip eligibi l,ity today!
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Check out the Saint LouiS Symphony's new Friday series. Happy hour at six.
Blow-you-a.wa.y concert a.t seven. Good food, grea.t music, interesting new
people. A concert series designed with you in mind.

February 23, 1996

Oot aber 6, 1995

Hans Graf. conductor
John Browning, piano
MOZART Symphony No. 39
BRAHMS Piano Concerto No.1

Hans Vonk, conductor
Eldar Nebolsin. piano
RACHMANINOFF Rhapsod y on a Theme by Paganini
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No.6, "Pathetique "

D,ece1l1ber 1

1995
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March 22, 1996

David Loebe!. conductor
Awadagin Pratt, piano
SAINT-SAENS Piano Concerto ~o. 4
RIMSKY- KORSAKOV Scheheraza de

Marin Alsop , condu ctor
Evelyn Glennie, percussion
JAMES MACMILLAN Veni. veni Emma nuel
BEETHOVEN Symphony No . S
wa ri n Al sop

April 1:9, 1996
Hans Yonk, co nductor
RAVEL Daphnis et Chloe. Suite No.2
BEETHOVEN Symphony No.6. ··Pastorale"

534-1700

Ham;

Von';'

TG.l. CLASSIX concerts are held at Powell Symphony Hall, 718 N. Grand, St. Louis. MO 63103 • Happy
hours begin at 6 p .m. Concerts begin at 7 p .m.

T.G.I. OL4SSII ••• classical music for the rest of us.

San Raflilel .
··· · ·426-16~8

park Ridge

Save $5 when yo u purc hase single tickets with the Ameri ca n Express" Card.

524-3635
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SAINT LOUIS

fiJ.PBftQMI ORCHESTRA

Leonard Slatkin, MusiC DirectQr and Condu.ctor
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Don't miss a single issue of
G!E:roll:r - the entertainment
magazine St .. Louisans are talking
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call 314-340-8888 or I o Visa Q Mastercard #
1-800-365-0820.
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